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INTRODUCTION 

Despite a century of pharmaceutical science outlining the basis 
for medicinal benefits of stimulant [1-3], the forensic literature 
[4-7], though often correctly, identifies methamphetamine as a 
drug of abuse. Methamphetamine is also a potentially beneficial 
pharmacy. We consider the theoretical basis for applying stimulant 
science to medicinal frameworks which include metacognitive 
components. Means to mitigate sexual trauma, and to inform 
relapse prevention techniques are emphasized. The article is part of 
the urgent work needed to determine how to adapt clinical trials [1-
3] to the psychology and psychiatry treatment sectors. We consider 
the adjunctive education, policy mechanisms, and law reform 
in criminal justice which are also needed urgently for redefined 
treatment systems. Therefore, the focus is upon defining responsible 
practice, required to disabuse the science of intervention for this 
topical treatment area. The utility of recent advances [1-3] reminds 
of the continued call to develop further bases for experimental 
trials. Experimental research, with randomized double-blind 

methodology is appropriate, in order to test the impact of new 
stimulant treatment frameworks, for their role in improving 
wellness and for mitigating harm. The proposed role of stimulant-
fortified metacognition for accelerating resolution of psychosexual 
traumas is a central focus of this article. Five treatment principles 
are developed with psychopharmacological basics, for resolution 
of psychosexual traumas. The treatment principles are organized 
within the overarching framework of Albert Bandura's theory 
of Triadic Reciprocal Determinism [8]. Albert Bandura's ideas 
are developed within Wells and Matthews [9,10] metacognitive 
theory. Materials are summarized within this framework under 
the fortified-cognition hypothesis. The second and third focus 
of the guided theoretical development recognizes the urgencies 
of relapse-prevention. Theoretical revisions emphasize awe and 
its affective footprint during, post pharmacological support. The 
role of mounting metacognition post dosing is explored, for 
developing means in treatment, to correct cognitive distortions 
that underpin dependency. Predictions for new interventions 
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to reverse existing dependency are presented in theoretical 
revisions. A series of additional expectations are defined over the 
course of the theoretical development. After presenting critical 
comments, the combination of proposed revisions are the basis of 
Sexual and Stress Immunisation Protocols (SSIPs), derived from 
preliminary theoretical induction. SSIPs are the framework for 
developing further hypotheses for future randomized double-blind 
experimental trials. SSIP development for metacognitive treatments, 
organise tenets from both the sympathetic and parasympathetic 
arms of the central nervous system, into updated exposure-libraries 
for clinical practice. SSIPs are the basis for extending knowledge 
of neuropsychological determinism that informs cognitive science.

Theoretical development is initiated with presentation of 
background materials for Pharmacological Treatment Concepts, 
the umbrella topic, under which three subsidiary areas are 
outlined. The Biphasic Dose Hypothesis, the Biochemistry of 
Neurotransmission and Neurotoxicity theory are topics covered, 
when appraising methamphetamine pharmacology. After a Critical 
Review of information, the Fortified Cognition Hypothesis is 
developed. That precedes the induction of five new principles that 
are the basis for revision of treatment knowledge. Subsequently, 
information is compressed, along with Relapse Prevention 
Innovations, and together, they inform the basis for Sexual Stress 
Immunization Protocols. Together materials form the foundations 
of means to redress sexual trauma, and as the basis for structured 
clinical trials.

PHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENT 
CONCEPTS

The knowledge about the biochemistry of stimulants is 
reviewed, prior to applying that to the development of treatment 
principles for methamphetamine. Pharmacological theory about 
stimulants has existed for over a century. Methamphetamine 
was first synthesised as a psychomotor stimulant in 1893 [11]. 
Methamphetamine (methyl amphetamine, methamphetamine, 
N-methyl-1-phenylpropan-2amine) has two enantiomers, with 
S-methamphetamine (d-methamphetamine), the more biologically 
active optical isomer. The terminology, “d” (dextrorotation) and 
“l” (laevorotation) refers to the rotational properties of the two 
enantiomers (it is a chiral molecule) in polarised light [11-14]. 
Amphetamines, as a family of related substances in general, have 
widespread use in a number of clinical conditions including 
narcolepsy, orthostatic hypotension, nasal congestion, migraine, 
asthma, hyperactivity and obesity [12-14]. They are corrective in 
Attention Deficit and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorders 
(ADD, ADHD). Mechanism of action, outlined in the “vigilance 
model of affective disorders”, proposes that the pharmaceutical 
support of stimulants [15] stabilises brain auto regulatory vigilance 
(brain arousal) through the creation of a stimulating environment. 
The noradrenergic system is well recognised as implicated with 
phasic arousal in vigilance [15]. There is some evidence to suggest 
that depression is more responsive to dopaminergic agents, with 
stimulants as useful chemical treatments for depressions in bipolar 
conditions [12,15,16]. A great deal is known about the organic 
chemistry of amphetamine derivatives. Manufactured substances 
co-occur with many naturally occurring proto-alkaloids such as 
mescaline and ephedrine that exist in the plant kingdom. The 
alkaloid backbone for amphetamine is as follows: (Figure 1)

Chemical modification of the alkaloid at the aromatic ring end 
(left of picture), or amino group (top right of picture) alters the 
pharmacological specificity of the compound, considerably [13,14]. 
Amphetamine is a strong central nervous system stimulant and is 
also an anorectic agent (i.e. appetite suppressant). The addition of 
the hydroxy group on the beta carbon (see the peak, to the right 
of the aromatic ring) reduces both stimulant and anorectic effects. 
By contrast, addition of a second alpha methyl group, as is the 
case in methamphetamine, preferentially increases the stimulant 
properties of an alkaloid (that is, removing a H bonded to the 
nitrogen, N, and replacing that with methyl, —CH3, represented, 
by convention as a "—" in chemical formulae) Figure 2 below.

Insertion of functional groups on the side chain of amphetamine, or 
at the terminal amino group, or that target the aromatic ring create 
anorectic derivatives with reduced stimulant and cardiovascular 
effects. Aromatic ring substitution by functional groups such as 
methoxy groups (—O—CH3) have been shown to dramatically 
alter the pharmacological specificity of the drug, shifting it from 
a catecholaminergic agent to one that exerts its primary effects 
upon serotonergic systems [17-19]. It has anti-fatigue effects. At 
very high dose it induces psychosis. Methamphetamine enhances 
release, and blocks reuptake of Dopamine (DA), Norepinephrine 
(NE) and serotonin (5-HT), and is also a monoamine oxidase 
inhibitor [13-15]. As a result of those effects, methamphetamine 
acts as an indirect agonist of monoaminergic receptors. At low 
dose, methamphetamine causes increased motor activity. At high 
dose, effects include stereotypical movements, and interference 
with food and water activities that are related to DA, NE and 5-HT 
systems. In addition, antagonists of dopamine D2 receptors, such 
as haloperidol and chlorpromazine decrease violence [14,15].

The biphasic dose hypothesis

Dose and chronicity of use are two important pharmacological 
parameters, part of the science of pharmacokinetics, that outline a 
compound's effects upon behaviour, affect and cognition. Therefore, 
it is important to understand the pharmacological processes that 
define the dose-related effects of both harmful and non-harmful, 
medicinal applications of stimulant. The forensic literature 
provides information about unsupervised, non-optimised, chronic 
or high-dose of methamphetamine and its impact upon cognition 
[18-28], with supporting data from Degenhardt et al. [29], who 
provide prevalence estimates. Dependency, criminality and abuse-
related aggression can occur for regular users of high doses. At 
very high doses, it causes dilated pupils, flushing, restlessness, dry 
mouth, bruxism, headache, tachycardia, bradycardia, tachypnea, 
hypertension, hypotension, hyperthermia, diaphoresis, diarrhoea, 
constipation, blurred vision dizziness, twitching, insomnia, 

Figure 1: Amphetamine backbone
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16,24-26]. However, as was noted in Turning Point materials [33], 
people’s violence histories may confound interpretations, and 
serious dependency was usually observed in patterns of violence. 
As noted in Turning Point materials for the National drug strategy:

Although there is a perception that all methamphetamine users 
are violent, this is not the case. Rates of violent crime, although 
higher than the general population, tend to be restricted to 
methamphetamine-dependent, multiple drug users with a history 
of violence. Violence, when it does occur, usually happens when 
people are paranoid or psychotic. Therefore, hostility and violence 
is often time-limited, and tends to occur only when symptoms are 
acute (p.10).

Biochemistry & neurotransmission

Methamphetamine interferes with transport of three biogenic 
amine neurotransmitters at nerve terminals (dopamine DA, 
norepinephrine, NE, serotonin, 5-HT, also called monoamines 
and catecholamines because they contain a catechol group) 
[30]. Stimulant substitutes for the monoamines in pre-synaptic 
membrane-bound transporter proteins that ordinarily transport 
Dopamine (DAT), Noradrenaline (NET), and Serotonin (SERT). 
The result is release of monoamines from neuronal cytosol via the 
plasmalemmal transporters, through the process named “reverse 
transport” [2].

Methamphetamine also interferes with the intracellular 
transporter, monoamine transporter-2 (VMAT-2), an intracellular 
vesicle membrane protein, ordinarily associated with establishing 
reservoirs of monoamines within vesicles. Two mechanisms are 
thought to act in concert to explain vesicle monoamine depletion 
[2]. In the first, the weak-base hypothesis posits that, at large 
amphetamine doses, intracellular concentrations diffuse through 
vesicle membranes, which disrupt a pH gradient “…required for 
vesicular DA sequestration…” [2,p.588]. However, amphetamine is 
also a VMAT-2 substrate, which competitively inhibits monoamine 
transport, adding amphetamine to vesicle reservoirs further 
disrupting the pH gradient. By the presence of intracellular pools 
of amphetamine, some of which is distributed into vesicles, DA 
accumulates in the cytoplasm, and is released into synapses. Synaptic 
monoamines subsequently stimulate monoamine receptors. In a 
second mechanism of action, monoamine metabolism is attenuated 
because methamphetamine inhibits monoamine oxidase [30].

The review by Cruickshank and Dyer [30] reports findings of in-vitro 
studies, and indicates that methamphetamine is twice as potent 
at releasing noradrenaline into synapses as dopamine. Its effect 
was estimated as 60-fold greater on noradrenaline over serotonin 
release. Overall, amphetamine-like stimulation of the central 
nervous system causes more potent release of norepinephrine than 
release of dopamine and serotonin. As was noted in the review in 
2012 by Marshall and O’Dell [11], endogenous stimulant affects 
multiple receptor subtypes for each transmitter system, which have 
distinct binding affinities.

Other molecular mechanisms [11] that affect neurotransmission 
include intracellular second-messenger effects, connected to, 
or influenced by monoamine activity. The central nervous 
system’s complex interacting network of neuronal pathways, with 
widespread monoamine neuropsychological impacts, means that 
neurotransmitter changes modulate function of other neurons. 
Monoamines, for example, are also excitatory to glutamate and 
inhibitory to Gamma-Amino Butyric Acid (GABA) neurons, 

 Figure 2:  Methamphetamine molecule

numbness, palpitations, arrhythmias, tremors, acne, pallor, 
seizures, acute myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular accidents and 
death [12,30]. At high dose, it can induce grandiosity, excessive 
feelings of power, and invincibility including mania and as noted, 
psychosis.

However, information about medicinal doses or medicinal uses of 
methamphetamine [13,31] has existed since the 70s, [31] with 
clinical trials that first established treatment knowledge that dates 
back to 1937. Hart et al.  [2] theoretical review collated a further 
sixteen methamphetamine studies (see Table 1., p 590, of the 
Hart et al. review), which identified stimulant-supported 
increments to visuospatial perception; reaction time, vigilance, 
learning/memory; sustained attention, information processing, 
perceptual speed, psychomotor function, conceptual ability as well 
as to metacognition [1-3]. Therefore, materials imply that means 
exist to strengthen understanding of the pharmacokinetic 
conditions when the stimulant has pharmaceutical capacity.

The relationship between dose and behaviour, studied in 
experimental research, by Bradley in 1937, explored exogenous 
methamphetamine dose and impacts on aggression [31]. Data 
revealed that the stimulant has a biphasic effect, not unitary 
effects upon aggressive behaviour. That is, their research observed 
quelling, not exacerbation of aggression under experimental 
conditions. The early clinical trials noted beneficial treatment 
effects by administration of amphetamine to aggressive, irritable and 
hyperactive boys. Results were purportedly repeatedly confirmed by 
double-blind, placebo-controlled studies. Reductions in aggressive 
behaviour and improved social interactions were found at doses 
with 10 to 40 mg/day of d- or l-amphetamine for boys and girls, 5 to 
14 years of age, who had been diagnosed with hyperkinetic, autistic, 
explosive, unsocialised or as emotionally disturbed.

 Unfortunately, the forensic literature that outlines the relationship 
between methamphetamine abuse and aggression [4-7,14,22,32], 
with its emphasis on pathology and harm, does not trace the causal 
relationships of biphasic dosing to behaviour. Forensic research is 
usually correlational, although reliant on neuropharmacological 
mechanisms developed from animal studies, and from the 
methodologies such as positron emission tomography to study 
human brains [11,30]. Forensic research infers causation from 
the molecular mechanisms, and pharmacokinetics developed in 
experimental animal studies and from in-vitro methodologies. 
Coroners’ toxicology data, forensic assessment, and post-mortem 
assessment of dopamine brain markers [30] are also useful to map 
onto experimental pharmacology research [4-7]. Nonetheless, 
forensic explanatory models for aggression typically correctly identify 
misuse of drug, and high-dose, mood-induced changes, psychoses, 
or withdrawal-related aggression in their explanatory bases [11-
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23] sectors are emphasized in the international response, with 
criminal industry a serious problem for societies, policy strategy and 
law enforcement. Unfortunately, a concurrent pressure to diversify 
treatment frameworks and to fortify the evidence base with updated 
stimulant science is lacking. Instead, fear about the impacts of drug 
abuse, and media portrayals of criminality obscure pharmaceutical 
knowledge. Further, frameworks of law usually do not include 
plain facility to pressure treatment practitioners and researchers 
to update their stimulant treatment knowledge, even though 
professionally accredited courses have responsibility to educate 
students with new advances in treatment areas. The emphases on 
a substance of abuse occur despite experimental trials identifying 
methamphetamine’s role in strengthening the metacognition 
of agency [1-3]. In forensic cohorts, neuropsychological impacts 
of drug abuse, and brain injuries reported in studies have 
confounding biases obscuring effects of harm caused only by 
methamphetamine abuse. Obscuring factors include comorbid 
traumas predating dependency, socio-economic status, and poly-
substance use. There are also expected, serious post-use traumatic 
exposures such as warrant-based police raids, arrest, prosecution, 
and exposure to gun violence. Additional psychosocial factors 
include impacts of recruitment by criminal industries into career-
criminal trajectories that cause harm, pressure lives, and shorten 
life expectancy. Clearly, statistically partitioned impacts of such 
cohort biases, stratifying their role upon neuropsychological 
function is needed in additional research. Similarly, pre-withdrawal 
studies are needed, of those with stable using patterns and lifestyle 
in order to understand neuropsychology and behavior for that 
context. Likewise, it is important to understand trauma sequalae, 
and acute psychosocial stressors, including homelessness, that in 
combination, contribute to onset of stress-induced brief psychoses. 
Psychopathologies comorbid in forensic cohorts are distinct from 
those with psychoses induced by drug abuse, alone. Cruickshank 
[30], for example, notes that “non-specific environmental stressors 
such as incarceration, severe insomnia, and heavy alcohol consumption 
may induce psychotic symptoms during periods of methamphetamine 
abstinence” (p.1091). Therefore, more research would be useful 
in order to understand alternative harm-reduction approaches 
as well that strengthen pharmaceutical benefit, whilst mitigating 
likelihood of substance abuse. Social policy to assess and redress 
impacts of criminalization and of belonging to criminal groups is 
urgently needed. Understanding how the non-criminal social sector 
more generally affects mental health and dependency onset are 
equally important. Understanding such harms, that traces to both 
criminal and non-criminal sectors complicate the measurement 
of stimulant’s footprint upon cognition. Therefore, responding 
by mitigating harm universally would benefit social wellness, 
generally. Collective health is a combination of the proportion of 
difficulties both criminal and non-criminal sectors add to the overall 
composition of lives. A better appreciation of the new applications 
for pharmaceutical delivery of methamphetamine is a particular 
urgency. A number of existing research areas that already exist clarify 
stimulant properties. Areas include the literature outlining the Hart 
et al., and Kirkpatrick metacognition experimental studies [1-3] 
and the review summarizing positive effects of methamphetamine 
on attention, memory, task performance, and learning [2]. 
Similarly, the biphasic hypothesis recognizes the potential for 
constructive stimulant-mediated socio-emotional development. 
There are terms for pacification of aggression when a stimulant is 
not abused. However, as a drug of abuse, neurotoxicity data provide 
the evidence for factors where stimulant misuse contra-indicates a 

and baseline dopaminergic activity influences response to 
amphetamines. Contrary to popular belief, there is also a varied 
hedonic tone associated with individual-differences in subjective 
response to ingestion. A low baseline of the D2 dopamine receptor 
subset is associated with pleasant experience, whereas high baseline 
density may produce an unpleasant subjective experience.

Methamphetamine’s impact on dopamine circuitry and brain 
reward systems feature prominently in modelling. Neuroanatomical 
areas affected [11,30] by chemical stimulation include mesolimbic 
circuitry, and the nigrostriatal pathways. Stimulant-mediated arousal 
of noradrenergic circuitry has impacts upon pre-frontal cortex, 
hippocampal function, and memory consolidation. However, 
the serotonergic circuitry [17], also affected, is widely distributed, 
and is associated with higher cognitive functions. Serotonin is 
also involved in the regulation of multiple brain functions such 
as reward, hyperthermia, respiration, pain perception, sexual 
behaviour, satiety, impulsiveness, and anxiety.

Neurotoxicity

Chronic use at high-dose is known to be neurotoxic [11]. The 
review conducted in 2012 by Marshall and O'Dell [11] is an 
integration of neurotoxicity research for readers interested in 
molecular mechanism of methamphetamine-related brain injuries. 
Their coverage of areas of harm includes evidence for increased 
production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, metabolic 
compromise, inflammatory responses, alterations in cellular 
proteins, and blood-brain barrier leakage. Authors’ [11] review 
of experimental animal model methodologies for studying brain 
injury, included the high-dose ‘binge’, ‘single-day’, ‘multiple-day’ 
versus ‘escalating dose’ and ‘self-administration’ procedures. Binge 
studies generally provide evidence for monoaminergic markers 
traced to brain injury, excepting “Self-administration studies in which 
access to mAMPH…”, that is, methamphetamine, “…is limited to 
1–2 hours/day showed no lasting changes in monoaminergic markers” 
[11,p.3]. Hart’s et al. [2] review points out that animal neurotoxicity 
studies apply doses at concentrations that typically exceed those of 
human using populations. Authors also concluded that, in general, 
imaging data of research participants fell within the normal, not 
deficient range, for the studies that were reviewed.

Nonetheless, the neurotoxicity in methamphetamine abuse is a 
major area of risk associated with intake of high-enough doses. 
Long-term, high-dose of methamphetamine is neurotoxic to 
monoamine systems [11,34]. Three lines of evidence support the 
neurotoxicity hypothesis. In the first, it has been established that levels 
of dopamine activity affect the enzyme for synthesis of dopamine 
in a rate-limiting step. Long-term methamphetamine use, decreases 
enzyme-synthesis. In the second line of evidence, the number of 
reuptake sites for dopamine is reduced in long-term high-dose usage, 
and in the third, neuronal degradation has been demonstrated in 
dopamine rich areas of the brain. For serotonin (5-HT) systems, 
multiple dosing results in long-lasting reduction to tryptophan 
hydroxylase activity, an enzyme associated with synthesis of 5-HT, 
as well as 5-HT content and uptake sites on neurons. However, 
evidence summarised in the Marshall and O’Dell [11] review 
suggests effects are reversible for all neurotransmitters at the 1-2-
year intervals. 

Critical comments

The current relapse prevention [20,35] and harm prevention [7,21-
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pharmaceutical benefit. Therefore, adherence to dosing at optimal 
levels, over the shorter term and with pauses between short, acute-
phase usage are means for preventing withdrawal-related aggression 
and neurotoxicity of drug misuse. Further, future scholarship must 
assess the contributions to health, when there are means:   
i) For accessing psychiatric prescription.  
ii) In supervised, remedial clinical contexts.  
iii) When access is socially mediated, but responsibly, such 
that underground use is made obsolete.   
Protection afforded by updated knowledge for harm-reduction 
that occurs in the open cam be distributed more efficiently from 
cohesive, supportive communities.

THE FORTIFIED-COGNITION HYPOTHESIS AND 
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENT 
POTENTIAL OF METHAMPHETAMINE 

Methamphetamine, through its contribution to metacognition [1-
3], means it can be applied to psychological treatments, in combined 
psychopharmacological interventions. Combining treatment 
modalities can maximise treatment response, when one modality 
alone is less efficient. A psychiatric prescription for a pharmacy 
often includes concurrent referrals for cognitive therapies. Joining 
pharmaceutical delivery of stimulant with the cognitive therapies 
likens treatment delivery to those already available for anxiety, 
depression, mood disorders and psychosis treatment. Purposeful 
cognitive and pharmaceutical applications can be formulated for 
methamphetamine, given its pharmacokinetics and impacts upon 
functioning have been studied for almost a century [31]. As such, 
we develop the foundation for distinct metacognitive treatment 
foci, from the combined pharmaceutical and cognitive sciences 
[1-3,8-10,36-42]. The identified treatment domains are grounded 
in theoretical frameworks lending themselves to clinical trials. 
There is nothing really new is the assertion that amphetamines 
and their derivatives have both known and potentially new 
treatment potentials for a variety of conditions. Medicinal effects 
for methamphetamine are predicted to mitigate aggression (at low 
dose, pursuant to the biphasic hypothesis), for hyper-somniacs, 
and for a motivational conditions. It is already currently used 
for attention deficits such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD), and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), under 
the brand name Desoxyn. It is part of the stimulant family for 
treating the conditions, with other pharmacies including, Ritalin 
(methylphenidate), Adderall (amphetamine), Dynavel XR (L-lysine-
dextroamphetamine). As an anorectic agent, it is also expected to 
have utility for treating subtypes of obesity, however, because of 
its pharmacokinetic properties, it is an especially powerful CNS 
stimulant. Therefore, it can be particularly useful in a subclass 
of obesity, where a co-morbid medical condition requires it. 
However, stimulants deployed as adjuncts to cognitive therapies, 
need to integrate their effects upon motivation, affect, cognition 
and behaviour, into the structured tasks of the cognitive therapies, 
delivered in-session. Because methamphetamine supports 
parasympathetic nervous function, it is expected to be useful for 
treating sexual pathologies. Sexual function is supported by the 
parasympathetic, not sympathetic arm (fear circuitry) of the central 
nervous system. Therefore, it should be particularly useful for 
treating trauma psychopathology causing hyposexual functioning, 
where the trauma had onset as a consequence of hate crimes and 
sexual violence. 

The medicinal management requires optimal-range, structured 

dosing in alliance with cognitive therapies, but for a new area. 
This treatment area requires experimentally tested knowledge to 
establish treatment structure. Therefore, clinical trials are required, 
to establish dose optimisation for the new psychopharmacological 
principles. 

Treatment hypotheses, developed within the metacognitive 
and cognitive-behavioural traditions, guide the development of 
five new treatment principles, as premise for structured clinical 
trials. Thus, the cognitive arm of treatment structure focuses on 
alliancing behavioural, cognitive and meta-cognitive principles for 
maximising a person’s capacity to divest themselves of hate, trauma 
and of harm caused by victimisation. 

The treatment approach is grounded in methods that foster 
recovery by empowerment, expected during restoration of a healthy 
emotional character, with reconstituted, matured sexual competence 
and confidence as well. The grounding basis for the position 
derives support from established approaches developed from 
Albert Bandura's Triadic Reciprocal Determinism [8]. It is a broad 
framework that combines influences of personal, environmental 
and behavioural factors (Figure 3) into a general treatment-delivery 
framework. Three levels of analysis are subsumed by cognitive, 
affective and biological processes in the approach. Albert Bandura's 
model asserts that intervention may be affected by interceding at 
any or all points in the system of interacting triadic components. 
Figure 3 summarises principles in the visual mode.

The fortified-cognition hypothesis, within this framework, predicts 
that pharmacological support by a stimulant can fortify cognition, 
and as the basis from which to mount a formalised psychological 
treatment, in a multidisciplinary-alliance of intervention. The idea 
is not new. Anti-depressant medications, for example, are deployed 
in an isomorphic fashion for this purpose. Treatment frameworks 
using selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), create 
fortified psychogenic states, upon which further treatment gains 
are pursued with a trusted psychologist or psychiatrist. Similarly, for 
the trauma therapies, Hetrick et al. [43], is a review of treatment for 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, where stimulant medications were 
proven to be useful for relieving symptoms of trauma. Likewise, the 
treatment review [44] of anxiety and mood disorders recognises the 
advantage of combination cognitive-behavioural-pharmaceutical 
interventions. Combination treatments return stronger recoveries 
than patients given medications, alone.

Figure 3: Triadic reciprocal determinism
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Principle 1: Understanding how stimulant fortifies cognition

Libidinal support: During mild to moderate levels of 
intoxication, the psychological effects of methamphetamine 
include alertness, euphoria, increased concentration, energy, 
self-confidence, sociability, improved self-esteem and supported 
libido. Methamphetamine transiently repairs mood, self-esteem 
and confidence. The libidinal enhancement is not particular to 
methamphetamine. Demonstrated enhanced libidinal drive to 
erotic stimuli was observed in an experimental study, [45] where 
researchers administered the stimulant Ritalin (methylphenidate, 
for treating ADHD) to participants. However, there are individual 
differences factors expected that are associated with the timing 
of onset of sexual arousal. That factor set does not have an 
experimental evidence base. Hypo sexual or hypersexual function 
can occur in response to stimulant, as is noted on the Ritalin 
label. Individual differences in response to stimulant, and context-
dependent factors that impact the psychopharmaceutical utility of 
strengthened libido are important to understand. Thus, clinical 
trials that redress these knowledge deficits areas are important for 
improving the dearth in the current evidence base.

The libidinal support is extremely important in a trauma treatment 
framework, where hypo sexuality is part of the avoidance symptom 
cluster of PTSD. As such, hypo sexuality can potentially reinforce or 
prolong trauma symptoms because avoidance reinforces pathology. 
Avoiding engaging in exposure to corrective sexual behaviour 
will reinforce pathology in situations where the re-experiencing 
phenomena of abuse include imagery about sexual acts. A sexual 
or emotional trauma that causes hypo sexual function undermines 
psychosocial functioning in any case. The combination of 
emotionally-focussed cognitive work, bolstered by a remedy 
correcting hyposexual function, is expected to improve general 
wellbeing. Therefore, relationship satisfaction, and facilitated 
well-rounded social, vocational and educational goal setting are 
hypothesised corollaries of corrected sexual function. Similarly, 
expedient restoration of sexual functioning for couples affected 
by trauma is expected to prevent premature relationship failure, 
and to support family functioning. Likewise, correcting libidinal 
function for single people living with trauma during dating has 
proposed benefits to self-esteem and to intimacy for friendship 
development during romantic-relationship development.

Metacognition for developing sexual insight: Experimental studies 
have demonstrated that intranasal delivery of methamphetamine 
improves the metacognition of agency in double-blind, controlled 
experimental conditions [2,3]. Judgments of agency increased, 
with improvement upon task performance observed for dose 
ranges as described in the study. Kirkpatrick et al. [3] also recorded 
dissociation of dose dependency for the positive subjective effects 
of the substance. Therefore, this pharmaceutical contribution to 
a person’s metacognition should expedite therapy, and assist with 
psychological treatment formulation, treatment delivery and to 
strengthen treatment response.

Methamphetamine’s augmentation of metacognition means that 
in principle, it is a valuable resource for that family of psychological 
therapies that deploy metacognition [9,10,36-42] during treatment 
delivery. The well-established metacognitive therapies [9] have 
an associated treatment literature, which evidences efficacy of 
the metacognitive mode for treating generalised anxiety disorder 
[41,46], recurrent, persistent depression [39], recurrent major 
depression with attention training [37], obsessive compulsive 

disorder [36], social phobia [40], and for treating panic disorder 
and social phobia [42]. Therefore, the theory for existing 
metacognitive therapies should provide useful treatment concepts 
for interventions emphasising stimulant-supported metacognition. 
The approach also comes with manuals, which are helpful for 
advancing new treatment targets.

Fortified metacognition that is applied to specific treatment foci, is 
premised to also result in accelerated rates of insight-development, 
during treatment delivery. Similarly, increased efficiency is 
expected for any pleasure and mastery components defined for any 
associated Cognitive-Behavioural (CBT) intervention foci. High 
treatment urgencies, such as those central to people suffering with 
sexual and affective traumas, requires efficient graded-exposure 
schedules. Strengthened metacognitive facility is expected to 
assist with exposure tasks designed for urgently mitigating trauma 
symptoms.

Fortification in other areas: Hypothesised strengthening of 
treatment efficiency also finds support from the literature that 
exists which has identified stimulant-enhanced language learning 
and enhanced memory effects in prior studies [1-3,47,48]. Therapy 
efficiency should benefit from stimulant-supported increments 
to visuospatial perception; reaction time, vigilance, learning/
memory; sustained attention, information processing, perceptual 
speed, psychomotor function, conceptual ability as well as to 
metacognition [1-3].

Principle 2: Optimize exposure by harnessing both sympathetic 
and parasympathetic arms of the autonomic nervous system

Ordinary cognitive-behavioural exposure therapy for traumas, 
applied in-session facilitates relief of fear through imaginal-exposure 
and in-vivo graded-exposure tasks. Treatment delivery includes 
the formation of the therapeutic alliance, where such exposure 
schedules are formed under supervision. Brewin [49], is a review 
of generally accepted neuronal mapping of circuitry involved in 
the trauma response. He outlines recognised neuropsychological 
relationships between autobiographical memory, visual memory, the 
mid-brain structures of the hippocampus and amygdala during the 
trauma response. Elevations in fear reflect increased activity on the 
sympathetic arm of the autonomic nervous system [50] implicating 
the Hypothalamo-Pituitary Axis (HYPAC), with activation of the 
adrenal glands, raising cortisol and suppressing immunity [51]. 
Fear extinction during exposure therapy is thought to occur via 
the hippocampus-dependent form of encoding of autobiographical 
memory, effective during between-session habituation of CBT. 
Exposure therapy, effecting therapeutic habituation, also lessons 
the fear response by attenuation of the automatic, image-based 
over-activity of amygdala-dependent memory encoding.

Sexual arousal activates the parasympathetic nervous system, with 
concurrent dampening of the sympathetic nervous system, which 
means that fear-based circuitry eases during parasympathetic arousal. 
Therefore, any therapeutic alliancing of the parasympathetic and 
sympathetic systems, through deployment of behavioural tasks for 
both arms of the autonomic system, is an obvious way to reclaim 
wellness more quickly. Deactivating the sympathetic nervous system 
by adapting pleasure and mastery-based tasks as sexual components 
to the more traditional graded exposures, is expected to expedite 
fear-extinction. Trauma, or other causes of hypo-sexual function, 
implies that redressing sexual function and not just targeting 
trauma affect will facilitate improvements in romantic and long-
term sexual relationships. Repairing sexual capacity should also 
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impact one’s affective experiences, evoking emotions reflecting 
sense of confidence, wellbeing and health. Trauma also creates 
impediments to formation and maintenance of sexual expression 
in new romantic relationships, and it impacts relationship 
satisfaction [52-54]. Therefore, a priority exists to define corrective 
sexual, pleasure and mastery scheduling with the therapeutic CBT-
metacognitive focus, in order to restore sexual agency.

Principle 3: Stimulants are known to accelerate resolution of 
psychoaffective and psychosexual trauma

The success of another stimulant, (± 3,4-methylenedioxy-N-
methamphetamine, or MDMA, 'ecstasy') has been demonstrated 
in a clinical trial, for treatment of emotional traumas [55]. 
Previously, during the early- to mid-part of the 20th century [56] 
it was a valid adjunct to psychotherapy before partisan lobby 
groups had it illegalized. The recent clinical trials restore bases 
for scripted access to this stimulant. MDMA, a compound closely 
related to methamphetamine, differs only by way of bearing a 
dioxol functional group (—O—C—O—) on the aromatic end of the 
amphetamine backbone. It also supports libido, therefore, it is not 
clear how much impact to treatment gains should be attributed to 
parasympathetic arousal, for the area not statistically controlled in 
prior research.

MDMA, in its psychopharmacological action is known as an 
empathogen and entactogen, that facilitates enhanced intimacy 
and empathy (it is empathogenic). It also augments pleasurable, 
tactile physical and sexual contact between people (that is, it is an 
entactogen). Methamphetamine is less empathogenic, although 
at optimal dose it sustains empathic function, and early clinical 
trials found evidence it facilitates social interactions [37]. It is 
not less entactogenic than MDMA. Methamphetamine enhances 
confidence and elevates libidinal drive, in an accompanied lowering 
of inhibitions and anxiety. 

The hypothesised trauma-resolution enhancements (Principle 2) 
are clinical urgencies where ethical treatment response respects 
expediency of recovery as a fundament of care. Likewise, the 
expected improvement to libido and to overall confidence ideally 
match the treatment foci central to psychological therapies 
targeting sexual traumas. The metacognitive therapies, especially, 
are expected to be an efficient mode for improving the range of 
scheduled clinical tasks. Clients can apply such tasks in their lives, 
by integrating stimulant-augmented sexual psychogenic states 
into their treatment planning. Pleasure and mastery scheduling, 
for graded exposure, developed in therapy, can be reviewed and 
fine-tuned after each deployment of pharmacy-facilitated sexual 
engagement.

The contribution of traumatic exposure traced to psychopathy 
and other factors in onset of trauma should be included in the 
range of materials integrated into clinical trials. That would 
enable the metacognitive features of treatment to be informed by 
our recent advances in the understanding of state-psychopathy 
[57-59], and its known causes of expression in the hate crimes of 
normal populations. New science that has re-conceptualised our 
understanding of psychopathy also recognizes means to identify 
which empathic alliances and attachment bonds are most likely to 
fortify health. Resolution of trauma, by supported metacognitive 
focus, that guides strengthened empathic alliances thus should 
reconstitute lives with more durable overall functioning. We 
predict that reconstituting empathy with a wider, not narrower 
range and durability for survivors should be protective against 

re-traumatisation. This focus places empathy development as a 
resource in therapy for making sense of why hate crimes occur, and 
how to quell hate by adaptive response. Survivors enabled in this 
way create nett benefit to other lives through the guidance to policy, 
education and child rearing that they often bring to societies.

The CBT-metacognitive alliance, deploying stimulant to 
quell sympathetic nervous system activity, should result in 
a re-adaptation to more varied emotional ranges, yielding 
improved sexual and affective problem solving. Thus, in overall 
configuration, treatments applying the terms outlined here 
recognize diversified problem solving by development of insight, 
language and capacities, formalised by clear focal tasks, impacting 
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activity and 
health. Methamphetamine’s capacity to open an episode of sexual 
plasticity is predicted to facilitate sexual wellness, when that process 
is guided, supported and understood by evidence-based science. The 
person’s acquisition of wisdom through grounding metacognition 
is hypothesised to facilitate re-engagement with sexual tasks during 
sexual character reconstitutions.

Of especial relevance, the metacognitive therapies, together with 
libidinal enhancement of stimulant, should assist with decoding 
and resolving the impacts of abuse, violence and hatred that so often 
co-occur with sexual abuse. Sexual traumas often leave the person 
afflicted with mood disturbance, then residual chronic hatred, 
rage, and the learned helplessness of the encasing rumination of 
the re-experienced trauma. In Mihailides, Galligan and Bates [57-
59] the basis for divesting the afflictions of hate are conclusions 
developed from review of the impacts of collective psychopathy 
upon a society’s genocide likelihood. A society’s overall level of 
hatred also impels an urgency to divest those hatreds in a variety 
of settings and roles. Metacognitive therapies are a sound basis to 
inform treatments to do so. Efficient sexual divestment of hatred is 
predicted to accelerate maturation of empathic perspective taking, 
and to prompt client agency, in areas where helplessness delays 
recovery. Where hatred is causal in trauma onset, sharpening 
instincts for understanding it, and quelling hatred should be part 
of treating a trauma. Therefore, resolving trauma by divesting 
hatred, so that clients do not measure their merit, role or culture by 
internalised hatred, should preface metacognitive work in therapy. 
Assistance to strengthen instincts and wisdom about what to do 
with hate, should equip survivors to clear themselves of self-blame, 
shame, and to master any of their own hate, directed at others.

Principle 4: Generalizability of treatment goal setting  
Treatment goal setting has nomothetic features, as outlined 
especially in Principle 2. The nomothetic features are expected to 
have very wide applicability in ways that traverse systems of role, and 
merit, and that are relevant cross-culturally. Therefore, such features 
of methamphetamine-based psychopharmacological intervention 
are about treatments that focus on sexual development, universally. 
Mental wellness is strengthened where sexual identity and sexual 
functioning include acquired sexual resilience in treatment 
outcome. Sexual capacity is one of two primary assets of mental 
health, with the second arm being about affective performance. 
These two primary arms of wellness imply that personal 
development should also have concurrent idiographic features. 
That individual focus is required to accommodate the significant 
variation in personality and presentation of the affective symptoms 
that accompany a sexual trauma. Therefore, treatment goal setting 
for sexuo-affective pathology must be responsive, multiply to 
reflect the way socio-affective and socio-sexual pathologies interact. 
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Importantly, treatment formulations for self-esteem, anxiety-
resolution, and mood-resolution components should reflect 
attention to metacognitive features of the sexual, not just the 
affective cognitions that contribute to wellness.

Principle 5: Decoding cognition during 
methamphetamine affected versus methamphetamine-free 
states

The therapist's role is pivotal in how the client's metacognition is 
harnessed. Trauma is accompanied by cognitive distortions as so 
noted in the basic diagnostic criteria of PTSD in the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual-V [60]. In an artificially fortified, chemically 
induced state, cognitive distortions are expected to intrude upon 
the nature, quality and kind of materials garnered from the person 
concerned. The therapist's role, by assisting the individual to 
juxtapose information derived from the medicated versus non-
medicated state, is a guided metacognitive development.

Resolving dose-related cognitive distortions, whilst setting harm-
mitigating and health-promoting therapeutic sexual goals is 
recommended, but from short, acute-phase dosing, not continuous 
dosing. That is, treatment is structured as a pulsing of a series of single 
optimal doses, followed by cessation of intake and resumption of 
normal life. Therefore, restoration of autonomy, correcting formerly 
compromised areas is implied in treatment basics. The autonomy 
focus of treatment should coincide with matched structured, 
purposeful therapeutic tasks. A prescribed period between dosing 
is recommended, with phase-out, or maintenance-prompted 
medication after the core exposure scheduling is complete. This 
particular structure is expected to maximise retention of gains 
of the fortified cognition after cessation of use. Thus, the model 
of treatment emphasises resolution of dependency and of sexual 
hatreds in its tenets.

There may be requirement for concurrent access of the person to 
sleeping medication, because stimulants have the potential to disrupt 
sleeping patterns, when deployed in acute dosing, before tolerance 
to the drug occurs. Morning delivery is encouraged to minimise 
disruption to sleeping patterns, because methamphetamine has a 
half-life of about twelve hours. Further, deepening appreciation 
of differential diagnosis, for the potential provision of concurrent 
mood stabilising medications, is the purview of clinical trials. As 
is the case with every diagnostic condition in the DSM-V [60], 
heterogeneity is expected in populations suffering from mental 
illness, especially where there is dual diagnosis.

Relapse-prevention innovation and guided stimulant use

McKetin and colleagues [34] state that "…whereas most 
methamphetamine users take the drug infrequently", then in a noteworthy 
addition to their comments, authors state: "such recreational patterns 
of stimulant use have become increasingly apparent in many parts of 
the world, particularly in the context of dance events". Authors’ work 
[34] notes that socially patterned use is "not typically associated with 
severe harms", although statistics for recreational-only use were not 
apparent in their work. They, instead, cite numbers of global users 
at fifteen to sixteen million. We suspect numbers are understated 
due to methamphetamine stigma, creating reluctance to disclose, 
pervasive in contemporary societies. Notwithstanding queries 
about accuracy of prevalence statistics, it is quite unfortunate that 
due to the drug's illegal status, such recreational users cannot derive 
the protective benefits from ritualized, mentored, or responsibly 

formulated social norms. Such norms do not yet exist. Instead, 
methamphetamine stigma and courtesy stigmatisation of those who 
support users are the prevailing social norms. Methamphetamine 
stigma, not resolved in practitioners, constitutes an iatrogenic 
factor when stigmatised user groups receive advice or support from 
such professionals. Users, afraid of prosecution, are less likely to 
mount protective processes around their social use and they are 
not enabled to report malpractice of this kind of knowledge deficit 
to regulatory authorities. Although neurobiological theory [61,62] 
implicates the limbic system, with onset of dependency, such 
theories struggle to explain why the majority of users do not develop 
dependency. Likewise, Marlatt and Gordon [34] in their relapse-
prevention theory, approach the treatment of dependency after its 
onset, without emphasising the factors that kept the non-dependent 
group pathology free. Andrews and Bonta [63], and their pivotal 
contribution to the forensic psychological literature, prioritise 
a risk/needs formulation with five rehabilitation principles they 
apply to extant offending populations. Their work does not assist 
understanding of the known epidemiology of methamphetamine 
use, notably, that most people do not develop dependency [34]. 
The Fortified Cognition hypothesis for stimulant theory, lends 
itself to innovation for the field of relapse prevention. Its core 
foundation is grounded in metacognitive functioning, applied 
during optimized dosing. This no tropic function of the stimulant 
is hypothesized to rouse affective awe. That is because no tropic or 
metacognitive insights have vivid impacts during the recognition 
of insight, and of new ideas. Awe, for the detection of invention, 
innovation is associated with vitality and vigor of wellness. Pending 
writing pursues those hypotheses for an overlooked emotion, awe, 
and its relationship to both metacognition and in the emergence of 
stable low-end, normal stimulant use.

By contrast, onset of dependency implies a distinct affective footprint 
for those affected stimulant users. It is suspected that dependency-
vulnerability occurs as a problematic response to the sudden onset 
of clarity durig unguided use. We posit that as metacognition is 
enhanced mounting awe that dependency vulnerability occurs 
where a cognitive distortion emerges that becomes reinforced 
through misadventure. In such contingencies awe becomes fused 
with the dopamine-related, but pathogenic pleasure effects during 
use. Such an emphasis places fusion of awe with certain beliefs 
as cognitive distortions. That is, pleasure and awe are distinct 
and crucially, pleasure is not happiness. Thus, it is expected that 
there are individual differences in the cognitive footprint of awe 
brought by people to stimulant use at its onset. We suspect that it 
is luck, associated with the quality of rearing, education and cohort 
exposures, then cultural context, where significant variations in 
impact of exposure to first use emerge. Therefore, the purpose of 
clinical trials emphasises the development of a new knowledge base 
for early detection of risk and for early intervention. Mitigation 
of that risk is predicted to follow from professional development 
that formalises terms of reference for corrective, medicinal and for 
guided, supervised care. The urgency is particularly apparent to 
redress underground movements of criminal distributorships that 
can pressure vulnerable cohorts, destructively, and isolate them 
from services or social alliances that can help prevent harm.

Therefore, the central focus of future writing develops ideas 
about awe's footprint, and how it appears in adaptive functioning, 
especially during cessation of use. The temporal appearance of awe 
in the spectrum of pre- and post-use affect of distinction, premises 
that human affective instincts with metacognitive grounding, can 
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be methodized to quell dependency. It is also anticipated that awe 
unifies with human spiritual no tropic agency, more generally, and 
when both supported or unsupported by pharmacies. Insights from 
that area of metacognition would be expected to guide increments 
to wellness post and independent of use. Clinical trials should 
include, therefore, terms for strengthening this area of wellness 
in participants’ lives. In particular, methodising metacognitive 
intervention so that post-use awe increments the sense of novelty, 
wellbeing and agency for new life focus, is defined as first priority 
for theoretical advancement.

Referencing treatment Principle 4 in particular, it is expected that 
methodizing post-use awe requires the idiographic focus, in order 
to understand the emotions of unique lives, and how to invest 
awe into lateral thinking for metacognitive work. Awe is affect 
that operates adjunctively to any other emotion. For example, 
awes about grief, versus awes about mastering another’s hate for 
us elicits quite distinct cognition. Awe’s utility extends as well 
into shame resolution, because it guides mastery and fortitude 
for striving towards gratitude by working from painful originating 
emotions. Therefore, significant emotional maturation is expected 
where there is transition from painful affect, to awe in wellness 
for improved emotional life, by mastery of emotional pain. Awe’s 
adaptability to emotional problem solving is wide. Thus, awe for 
metacognitive work permits hypotheses, and method for reversing 
advanced, serious dependency whilst forming new treatment 
knowledge. Cognitions concurrent with awe are hypothesized to 
be particularly memorable. It is especially awe for its potential to 
empower metacognitions that dispatch any helplessness, or poverty 
of mood that predicates methamphetamine as useful, given how 
the stimulant supports metacognition.

SEXUAL AND STRESS IMMUNISATION 
PROTOCOLS

The fortified cognition hypothesis is the umbrella term developed 
to organize a theoretical foundation for new treatment concepts. 
The five new principles of treatment delivery organize distinct 
areas of theory into subsidiary components, so that hypotheses 
for treatment trials have clear bases. Together, materials respect 
the proactive approach taken in Stress Inoculation Training (SIT) 
[64] where cognitive-behavioural science provides people with 
toolkits that strengthen their resilience when facing environmental 
stressors. SIT is thus an approach that targets sympathetic nervous 
system arousal. Our approach follows on from the traditions 
of SIT, by adding the metacognitive mode to treatment, and by 
adding a dimension of care through the parasympathetic arm. The 
five principles of care identified in the predictions of the fortified-
cognition hypothesis, are summarized for both Sexual and Stress 
Immunization Protocols (SSIPs). Pending authorship operates 
from that basis, and formalizes predictions into a methodology that 
can be applied to randomized double-blind experimental trials. It 
is anticipated that a database of SSIP tasks will populate a growing 
library so that they can be made available in treatments on demand. 

CONCLUSIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY 
AND LAW REFORM

One hundred years of pharmacokinetics has demonstrated that 
methamphetamine as a stimulant, when prescribed correctly, 
has beneficial impacts on cognition and behaviour. However, 
methamphetamine-stigma and courtesy-stigmatisation about forwarding 

clinical reforms have halted the advancement of stimulant science. 
Thus, the treatment potential for methamphetamine as part 
of SSIPs has been subvected, preventing access to care. Whilst 
methamphetamine abuse is a serious matter for a person and their 
community, that should encourage, not impede the development 
of evidence-based science for harm mitigation. The view asserted 
in this review emphasised the quarantining of methamphetamine 
stigma, so that the important psychopharmacological, and relapse-
prevention innovations can be developed. We recommend a 
guided, sensible stimulant regime, with an evidence base for 
psychopharmacological treatment tasks as prelude to clinical trials. 
Randomised, double-blind treatment trials to test SSIPs require 
careful theoretical pre-development, due to the forensic context 
resulting from stimulant abuse. It is especially important to observe 
the hate-based dialogue about methamphetamine to understand 
where that impedes progress in constructive ways. A criminal 
industry has been created which has impeded methamphetamine 
science, and undermined deployment of innovations for the 
field. Further, criminalisation instead creates a resource-intensive 
and costly, enforcement industry that seeks to tackle a problem 
downstream. Structuring law and policy systems that assist 
with resolution of the social problems is required to advance 
social health. Legalised manufacture of methamphetamine as 
the pharmaceutical Desoxyn, with greater protection and clear 
clinical foundations for prescribed medical uses requires systemic 
law and policy reforms. Education of the populace, in order to 
shift attitudes and raise awareness about the area is required, as 
is systemic law reform. New foundations of stimulant science for 
structured scripted uses, when available assists with social wellness 
and cohesion. It is also expected that the well-end of the population 
of infrequent users of stimulant, the recreational group, are an 
at-risk group, when scientific knowledge is not made available to 
them. Therefore, assistance more generally is appropriate by having 
medicalised referral pathways as preventative of harm. Recreational 
users, who are well, probably access the no tropic of the pharmacy 
without therapist input. Nonetheless, formalised guidance for 
stimulant use is encouraged, under supervision, especially for user 
groups exposed to practices where they are denied harm-prevention 
advances in stimulant science. Thus, this work’s emphasis is to 
pluralise remedies that methodise extinction and prevention of 
advanced dependency.
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